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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: We aimed to describe our experience with the transvaginal NOTES in female patients, and to evaluate its feasibility, safety and efficacy.

METHODS: 172 female patients with a mean age of 36.3 years and a median body mass index of 26.2 kg/m², were subjected to transvaginal NOTES. In transvaginal NOTES-assisted laparoscopic procedures, a 5-mm trocar and a 10-mm trocar were inserted in the umbilical edge. A 5-mm or 10-mm trocar was inserted in the posterior vaginal fornix for a 5-mm flexible-tip 0° or 10-mm 30° laparoscope. In pure transvaginal NOTES procedures, a 30-mm incision was made at the posterior vaginal fornix, and a 5-mm trocar was introduced into the pelvic cavity. A 5-mm flexible-tip 0° laparoscope was inserted into the pelvic cavity. A Zou-Port was introduced at the posterior vaginal fornix. Dissection was performed according to the method of the standard laparoscopy. The intact specimen was extracted transvaginally.

RESULTS: Transvaginal NOTES was successfully completed in 172 patients, included 21 adrenalectomy, 124 nephrectomy, 4 nephroureterectomy, 1 nephron sparing surgery, and 1 heminephroureterectomy. Pure transvaginal NOTES procedures performed included 5 renal cyst excision, 16 nephrectomy, The mean operative time was 123, 116, 183, 188, and 87 minutes, and blood loss was 162, 94, 137, 175, and 26 ml for NOTES-assisted nephrectomy, adrenalectomy, nephroureterectomy, pure NOTES nephrectomy, pure NOTES renal cyst excision.

CONCLUSIONS: Transvaginal NOTES is feasible, safe and effective. It provides a good cosmetic outcome. However, existing instruments need improving for the development of transvaginal NOTES.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: The GreenLight Simulator is designed to emulate the experience of photoelective vaporization of the prostate. The GreenLight Simulator was developed through University of Minnesota’s Center for Research and Education in Simulation Technologies and American Medical Systems. We sought to evaluate the simulator to teach safe practices during this procedure.

METHODS: We developed a structured curriculum to evaluate the GreenLight simulator’s ability to teach safety principles to medical students, residents, and several faculty members. Over 3 months, 20 residents completed several modules and repeated the modules 3 times. Global scores, sweep speed, average laser distance, and ability to coagulate bleeders were recorded. Statistical analysis was performed with SAS v9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). This was done with a random effects model adjusting for repeated measures across resident experience.

RESULTS: There were 331 trials completed on the GreenLight Simulator. There was no significant difference between sweep speed, blood loss, and average laser distance between clinical years. There was an increase in more efficient vaporization with increased clinical experience. This was also seen with increased usage of the simulator. Again, there was no correlation between sweep speed, blood loss, and average laser distance with increased usage, although users became more efficient at vaporization.

CONCLUSIONS: More clinical experience correlated with more efficient vaporization, but did not correlate with sweep speed or laser distance. The GreenLight simulator was a useful tool in teaching important safety elements of the PVP procedure.

SOURCE OF FUNDING: None
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However we don’t reach a broad consensus on surgical adaptation of laparoscopic adrenalectomy (LA) for elderly PA patients.

METHODS: To understand surgical advantage for elderly PA patients, we evaluated safety and effectiveness between 70 years and older PA patients and younger PA patients those who went through LA in our hospital from January 2007 to December 2013.

RESULTS: 429 LA were performed during this period, 17 patients (13 men and 4 women) aged 72 years old (70–77) for a median age have high blood pressure for 20.8 years with a median length. The median of BMI and Charlson comorbidity index was 25.3 and 1 respectively. There were not any significant differences between elderly and younger about operation time, blood loss, hospital stay and surgical complications analyzed with Clavien classification. In all patients serum aldosterone significantly decreased after LA and in 16 patients antihypertensive agents became decreasing in 35 months for a mean observation period.

CONCLUSIONS: It is necessary to compare prognosis with elderly PA patients undergoing only a medical therapy, LA was safe and effective for the treatment of elderly PA patients suffering from high blood pressure for long time.

SOURCE OF FUNDING: None
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Crowdsourcing is the practice of obtaining services from a large group of people; typically from an online community such as the Amazon.com Mechanical Turk Project. We hypothesized that the ‘crowd’ could score performances comparably to scores derived from expert surgeons of dry lab laparoscopic skill tasks videotaped during the AUA BLUS curriculum validation project.

METHODS: 24 candidate videos of laparoscopic skill tasks performed by surgeons of varying levels of laparoscopic case experience - 12 suturing and 12 pegboard transfer performances were evaluated by 5 faculty experts and at least 60 Amazon.com Mechanical Turk crowd-workers. Each rater provided responses to the same multi-domain rating scale from the Global Objective Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) tool. We compared mean global performance scores provided by experts and crowd-workers using Cronbach’s alpha and estimated performance-specific passing probabilities by cut-offs established with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves.

RESULTS: Within 48 hours we received 1,840 crowd-worker ratings, of which 1,438 (78.2%) passed analysis eligibility criteria for validation studies. The BLUS Peg Transfer and Suturing skill tasks showed good construct validity based on a consensus of expert faculty panel. Demographically-derived skill categories failed to provide statistically-significant skill discrimination. Blinded video GOALS evaluation did provide skill discrimination. Task time, path length, and motion smoothness (jerk cost) correlated with ground truth (p=0.69, 0.79 respectively) for Peg Transfer and 0.86, 0.91 respectively for Suturing (p<0.01). Economy of motion and force consensus depended on their definition.

CONCLUSIONS: Careful selection of skill categories is critical for validation studies. The BLUS Peg Transfer and Suturing skill tasks showed good construct validity based on a consensus of established objective metrics and blinded video review by the expert faculty panel.

SOURCE OF FUNDING: American Urological Association
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Evaluate sheep as an animal model for studying collecting system healing after laparoscopic partial nephrectomy.

METHODS: The caudal pole of the left kidney was removed by laparoscopic partial nephrectomy in eight female adult domestic sheep. Monopolar energy was used for hemostasis only in the parenchyma, avoiding coagulation near the collecting system, which was left opened. After 14 days, all animals were euthanized and the left kidney was removed. Serum levels of urea and creatinine were assessed preoperative and postoperative (days 2, 6, 10, 14) and peritoneal fluid samples were also collected during
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: The American Urological Association created the BLUS skills tasks as an objective assessment tool to determine laparoscopic skills proficiency. Our goal was to assess the ability of these proposed tasks and metrics to objectively discriminate skill levels.

METHODS: 117 subjects participated across eight different urologic centers in the United States; all were given four dry-lab laparoscopic tasks: Peg Transfer, Cutting, Suturing, and Clip Applying. We employed the Electronic Data Generation and Evaluation platform (Simulab Corp, Seattle WA) to record synchronized video and tool motion metrics for all tasks along with proctor-recorded task errors. Two methods were used to establish ‘ground truth’ skill levels: demographically-derived status and blinded video review by five faculty urologists employing the Global Objective Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) instrument for a representative subset of the database (12 suturing, 12 peg transfer; maximum, median, and minimum task times). We employed Pearson’s correlation to evaluate agreement between metrics and ground truth.

RESULTS: Demographically-derived skill categories failed to provide statistically-significant skill discrimination. Blinded video GOALS evaluation did provide skill discrimination. Task time, path length, and motion smoothness (jerk cost) correlated with ground truth (p=0.79 respectively) for Peg Transfer and (p<0.01). Economy of motion and force consensus depended on their definition.

CONCLUSIONS: Careful selection of skill categories is critical for validation studies. The BLUS Peg Transfer and Suturing skill tasks showed good construct validity based on a consensus of established objective metrics and blinded video review by the expert faculty panel.

SOURCE OF FUNDING: American Urological Association